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Introduction 
Nature strips play an important role in the aesthetic, environmental and social health of a 
city. The traditional, and preferred, nature strip within our city consists of grass and a 
Council provided street tree, however the City of Whittlesea does support the concept of 
alternative nature strip treatments. 

This document provides guidelines for the establishment and maintenance of nature strips 
in urban areas. 

Defining ‘nature strips’ 
A nature strip, or roadside verge, is one element of the formal road reserve. It is a piece of 
public land located between a private property boundary and the kerb, it excludes the 
footpath and vehicle crossing where one exists. It is the responsibility of residents/property 
owners to maintain the nature strip abutting their property in a manner that provides for 
safe and unhindered movement, and this normally entails activities such as regular mowing, 
weeding and the removal of litter. 

The purpose of nature strips 
Nature strips are an integral part of Whittlesea’s functional urban environment. 

· They provide visibility especially at intersections or curves in the road and near 
driveways. 

· They allow for movement along the roadside where no footpaths exist. 
· They allow for spill-over from a footpath when the need arises. 
· They allow for door opening space and access between parked vehicles and 

footpath.  
· They are the location for light poles, power poles and underground services such as 

water, gas, stormwater, sewage, telecommunications and electricity. 
· They absorb rainwater and reduce stormwater run-off. 
· They provide a flat space for the location of household waste, recycling and green 

waste collection bins. 
· They function as public bus stops. 

Benefits of nature strips 
Compared with fully paved areas, nature strips offer the following practical and aesthetic 
benefits. 

· They reduce stormwater run-off. 
· They complement the natural settings of the neighbourhood such as street trees 

and home gardens and allow healthier private and street trees to grow. 
· They provide fauna habitat. 

 



 

· They visually soften the effect of the harder surfaces of road, footpath and driveway 
paving, fences and buildings. 

· They provide colour to a streetscape. 

Legislation 
The authority to manage roadways is provided through the Victorian Road Management and 
Road Safety Acts and their related regulations.  Under this legislation Council is responsible 
for Local Roads and VicRoads is responsible for Declared Arterial Roads.  Council maintains a 
register of all local roads within the City of Whittlesea. 

Nature strip surface treatment 
Whilst a traditional grass nature strip remains the City of Whittlesea’s preferred surface 
treatment, it does support the modification of nature strips within the constraints of the 
guidelines outlined in this document. These guidelines provide direction for the planning, 
establishment and maintenance of nature strips and will be enforced under Council’s 
General Municipal Laws. 

Inclusions 
These guidelines are applicable only to nature strips in urban areas. 

Exclusions 
· These guidelines are not applicable in rural areas. 
· Where the nature strip is on a declared arterial road or a local road considered by 

Council to function as a gateway or entrance boulevard, a developer may submit 
plans outside of the requirements of these guidelines for approval through a formal 
planning process. 

Responsibilities 
This section outlines the responsibilities involved in planning, establishing and maintaining a 
nature strip. 

Rights and responsibilities 
The following points define the rights and responsibilities in relation to the nature strip 
abutting your property. 

· Maintaining the nature strip in a safe and tidy condition is the responsibility of the 
resident/owner.  Maintenance activities must ensure that a nature strip continues to 
be fit for purpose [as defined in the introduction section], meets the detailed design 
requirements and does not deteriorate into a public eyesore. 

· Council is responsible for the planting and maintenance of street trees.  The planting 
of street trees in accordance with Council's formal planting programs or to satisfy 
developer obligations in new housing or industrial estates, takes precedence over all 
resident modifications. 

· The resident/owner should check with their insurer to ensure they have adequate 
Public Liability insurance to cater for claims that may arise as a result of any 
modifications. 

 



 

· From time to time access to infrastructure located within the nature strip may be 
required. Whilst a grass nature strip would be reinstated with topsoil and seeded by 
the responsible authority, reinstatement of modified nature strips is the 
responsibility of the resident/owner. 

· Council will not contribute to the cost of maintenance, reinstatement or 
modification. 

· Council reserves the right to remove inappropriate or unsafe modifications and to 
recover any related costs from the resident/owner or management body. 

· Council accepts no occupational health and safety liability related to works carried 
out by the public. 

· Suitable safety precautions such as fencing, signage and other public safety 
measures must be put in place during construction.  These measures are not to 
interfere with pedestrian or vehicle access and are the responsibility of the 
resident/owner. 

· The resident/owner is liable for all damage to infrastructure located on, or in, the 
nature strip caused during works carried out by them, or on their behalf. 

Compliance 
Council’s General Municipal Laws provide for the enforcement of these guidelines. Failure to 
comply may lead to one or more of the following outcomes. 

· A notice to comply with design guidelines and/or maintenance requirements may be 
issued.  

· Council may carry out works where there is either an imminent risk to the public or a 
failure to comply with directions. Costs will be recovered from the resident/owner 
or management body. 

· Infringement notices may be levied. 

Planning and approval of modifications 

Through these guidelines and Council’s General Municipal Laws, Council provides consent to 
modify the nature strip adjacent your property provided that: 

· The previously mentioned exclusions do not apply; and 
· Your planned modifications are in line with Council guidelines; and 
· You have obtained a Works in Road Reserves Permit. 

You are required to take the following steps when planning and implementing any 
modifications. 

· If renting, gain the approval of the property owner or management body. 
· Refer to the Detailed Design Guidelines. 
· Consider: 

ü Suitability of your design. 
ü Consistency with neighbourhood character. 
ü Your ability to maintain it - now and in the future. 

· Consult with your neighbours. 
· Obtain a Works in Road Reserves Permit before starting your works (see the Related 

Documents section). 

 

· Check with Dial Before You Dig. 



 

These guidelines are retrospective. Nature strips modified prior to the implementation of 
these guidelines will require alterations if they are not consistent with the guidelines. 

Detailed Design Guidelines 

This section provides important information regarding the suitable design of a nature strip. 

The topics covered are: 

· Existing infrastructure  
· Site layout  
· Suitable elements 
· Prohibited elements  
· Plant selection 

Existing nature strip infrastructure 
Some nature strips contain existing infrastructure to enable the delivery of public services 
and utilities.  Please read the following to understand how this impacts your situation.  

· If the nature strip contains a service or utility asset such as a Telstra on-street 
exchange; NBN Co Fibre Distribution Hub; electricity substation / mini pillar; fire 
hydrant; or access pit, you will need to contact the relevant authority directly to 
ensure that any required off-sets or exclusion zones are appropriately catered for. 

· If the nature strip contains a bus stop you must ensure that safe access to, and use 
of, the bus stop is in no way hindered. 

· If the nature strip contains a drainage swale/ditch no modifications other than 
mowing of grass can be carried out by the resident. 

· If the nature strip contains a water sensitive urban design (WSUD) treatment the 
resident must not interfere with it in any way. 

Site layout 
The configuration of land between a private property boundary and the kerb is not 
consistent across the City of Whittlesea. 

The following pages show the required offsets and allowable planting zones for the most 
common configurations. 

These layouts have been defined in order to provide: 

· sufficient room for movement along the roadside 
· safe access between the roadway and private property 
· visibility of the roadway 

If the following configurations do not reflect your situation, or if you need further 
clarification, please contact Council’s Parks & Open Space Department on 9401 0539 for 
further guidance. 
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Design elements 
In order to minimise any potential safety or environmental threat, Council must define what is 
and what is not suitable for use within a nature strip.  

Suitable elements 

· Turf grass maintained to a maximum height of 300 mm. 
· Crushed rock or toppings / granitic sand with a maximum particle size of 10 mm, well 

compacted to a minimum depth of 75 mm. 
· Synthetic turf (green and properly secured with no loose edges). 

The items above can be placed across the entire nature strip area and must form an even 
surface that is level with all surrounding infrastructure such as kerbs, footpaths and 
vehicle crossings, be kept free of weeds and contained within the nature strip area at all 
times. 

· Street tree (planted and maintained by Council).  The planting of street trees in 
accordance with Council's formal planting programs or to satisfy developer obligations in 
new housing or industrial estates, takes precedence over all resident modifications. 

· Plants consistent with the Plant Selection section of this document and maintained to a 
maximum height of 300 mm.   

· Organic mulch such as graded bark or vegetative mulch to a depth of 75 mm is only to be 
placed within the designated planting zone and in conjunction with plantings. 

If your design includes an element that does not appear in the list above it will not be considered 
compliant with these guidelines. 

Prohibited elements 

· Pebbles, stones or rocks -  loose or fixed 
· Scoria 
· Uncompacted crushed rocks and sands 
· Organic mulch placed outside of a designated planting zone or where no planting is 

undertaken 
· Straw 
· Chip bark 

The loose materials above can enter and obstruct storm water drains 
· Hard surfaces such as bricks, pavers, concrete, asphalt, etc. 
· Bluestone pitchers 
· Bollards 
· Stakes and star pickets 
· Edging 
· Sleepers 

 



 

· Spikey plants 
· Synthetic plants 
· Plants designated as weeds or invasive plants by the Department of Environment & 

Primary Industries [ Weed Classification - Port Phillip & Westernport ] which have been 

 

planted directly or propagated through a lack of maintenance 
· Retaining walls 
· Planter boxes 
· Sporting equipment 
· Water features 
· Lights and other electrical devices 
· Letter boxes (which must be placed on private property) 
· Ornamental statues such as gnomes, etc. 
· Advertising signage installed without a valid Planning Permit 
· Parking bays (requests for indented parking bays should be directed to Council’s Traffic 

Engineering team on 9217 2345). 
· Any other element not listed as suitable 

 

Plant selection 
When choosing your plants please ensure that you consider the following: 

• Plant growth habit 
§ How tall is the plant expected to grow?  Will it exceed the maximum plant height 

of 300 mm? 
§ How quickly will it grow and spread?  Some plants will require regular 

maintenance to ensure they do not spread beyond the allowed planting areas. 
• What is the general theme of the surrounding streetscape? 
• Consider what others are doing in your street. What, if anything, are your neighbours 

planting?  Are your choices consistent? 
• Weed or not?  Though some plants may have a pleasant appearance and a history of use in 

private gardens, they may still be classified as weeds.  Check the Department of Environment 
and Primary Industries website link above to make sure your selection is not listed. 

• Council encourages the use of native plant species and considers that native wildflowers and 
groundcovers, correctly maintained, would be suitable.  

http://www.depi.vic.gov.au/agriculture-and-food/pests-diseases-and-weeds/weeds/invasive-plant-classifications/weed-classification-port-phillip


 

Related information 

• Works in Road Reserve permit 

 

• City of Whittlesea Register of Public Roads 
• City of Whittlesea Weeds and Pest Plant Fact Sheets 
• City of Whittlesea Community Gardens Guidelines 

Contact us 
If you wish to discuss these guidelines with a Council Officer, please contact Parks and Open 
Space on 9401 0587. 

http://www.whittlesea.vic.gov.au/building-planning-and-transport/roads-and-transport/road-and-parking-rules/works-in-road-reserve-permit
https://www.whittlesea.vic.gov.au/your-council/plans-strategies-and-policies/road-management-plan
http://www.whittlesea.vic.gov.au/pets-plants-and-animals/trees-and-plants/pest-plants
http://www.whittlesea.vic.gov.au/sustainability-and-waste/reduce-your-environmental-impact/community-gardens
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